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Azharuddin live in misery of one of the numerous slums in Mumbai; 
where millions of persons survive in their small huts built of brick or 
of metal sheets, with no water supply, in the middle of the gutters 
and wastes under the open sky.
One day, he was chosen to play the role of one of the heroes in the 
film 'Slumdog millionaire', which won 8 Oscar Awards.
Azharuddin's story, beyond an unbelievable fairy tale, is also the 
story of all the children who grow up in these poor localities of the 
economic capital of India.

Biography
Paperback
140 x 202 mm
Pages : 115

978-81-8498-533-7
May, 2014
Rs. 195.00
Rights : India
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On 9 April 1953 an attractive twenty-one-year-old woman went 
missing from her family home in Rome. Thirty-six hours later her 
body was found washed up on a neglected beach at Torvaianica, 
forty kilometers from the Italian capital. Some said it was suicide; 
others, a tragic accident. But as the police tried to close the case, 
darker rumours bubbled to the surface. Could it be that the 
mysterious death of this quiet, conservative girl was linked to a 
drug-fueled orgy, involving some of the richest and most powerful 
men in Italy?
It was a crime that the newspapers, public & one particularly 
determined detective wanted to get to the heart of. The short life & 
tragic death of Wilma Montesi was played out against a fascinating 
backdrop. Her murder exposed a darker side of Roman life - a life of 
corruption, cover-ups & carnal pleasures.

Non-Fiction
Paperback
140 x 202 mm
Pages : 316

978-81-8498-531-3
Feb, 2014
Rs. 495.00
Rights : India / Pakistan / Bangladesh /
Nepal / Sri Lanka / Singapore
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Twenty-four bestselling & award-winning women writers explore 
one of life's most challenging and rewarding relationships. In the 
spirit of the bestselling The Bitch in the House, WHY I'M STILL 
MARRIED captures the passions, loss, joy, friendship & humor that 
marks lifelong commitment through a brilliant kaleidoscope of 
voices, such as Julia Alvarez, Susan Cheever, Elizabeth Graver, 
Erica Jong, Aimee Liu, Bharati Mukherjee, ZZ Packer & Marge 
Piercy.
Revealing the myiad ways in which women navigate the bumpy 
terrain of emotional intimacy, weather arguments and separations, 
adjust to parenting, avoid-or-succumb to-the temptation of infidelity, 
and decide who does the dishes, this riveting collection is at once 
unique and universal, and will speak to any women who's ever been 
in a long-term relationship.

Collection of Essays
Paperback
140 x 202 mm
Pages : 318

978-81-8498-532-0
Feb, 2014
Rs. 395.00
Rights : India, its territories and 
dependencies.
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Indian.English. is Jillian Haslam’s memoir of growing up an English 
girl in post-colonial India. Her harrowing yet ultimately redemptive
story of living in the dark squalid by-lanes of Calcutta, abused and
misunderstood by many, recalls the darkest moments of Angela’s
Ashes and the inner turmoil of The Glass Castle. For every atrocity
described in Indian.English., however, there is found a parallel 
kindness—a sacrifice, really—on the part of the poorest of the poor,
who helped her family to survive. 
 
In vivid detail, the author recounts how she learned to look for the
positives embedded in the numerous challenges encountered on 
her path; and how to overcome adversity to be successful. This 
rich story of her life, of finding the road to success, and how she 
utilizes her wisdom and vision to help others through her foundation,
vividly illustrates how and why Jillian Haslam inspires everyone 
she meets.

Biography
Paperback
130 x 200 mm
Pages : 180

978-81-8498-491-0
June, 2013
Rs. 240.00
Rights : India / Pakistan / Bangladesh
Sri Lanka / Nepal / Singapore / Malaysia



Health & Diet
Paperback
108 x 178 mm
Pages : 244

978-81-8498-462-0
June, 2013
Rs. 300.00
Rights : India/ Pakistan/ Bangladesh/
Sri Lanka/ Nepal/ Singapore/ Malaysia
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One man miraculously survives the Atomic Bomb of Hiroshima. Two 
days later he catches the last train home. Home to Nagasaki. He 
arrives just 90 minutes before the world's second atomic bomb 
explodes into his life. As he battles through the scene of apocalyptic 
destruction, he is plagued by one constant question: is he lucky, or 
unlucky?
This is his answer: he's the luckiest man alive.
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A compelling, edgily atmospheric portrait of an uneasy city and a 
young woman's struggle to find her place in the world. With quiet, 
understated assurance, THE SKY IS CHANGING asks big 
questions about ourfragmented society.
The story of a psyche, but one unadorned by self-conscious or 
analytical comment, mediated through poetic detail and precise, 
concrete images. The prose is spare, assured and evocative, the 
tone matter-of-fact and utterly without self-pity... There's an 
undertow of danger lurking beneath the surface which makes you 
want to re-read this intriguing, haunting novel as soon as you've 
finished it.'

10
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325.00
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This is a piquant, science fiction spoof of the sacred cows of the 
twenty-first century.
It seems someone tries stealing 350 million high quality Russian 
souls from Hades Limited, by electing the wrong man to the 
Kremlin.

An old diary exists in Novgorod proving Nick Rubowski, a high-
ranking KGB officer, the Hades candidate, being the rightful heir to 
the Russian throne. If this became public, he'd lose the election. 
Therefore, Luce (Lucifer), the Hades Limited CEO sends George to 
Earth, to protect the firm's interests by fixing the Russian elections.

The CIA, the KGB, the royalists and the Mafia have adverse 
interests, and George must negotiate.
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The simplicity yet ingenuity of Mexican cuisine are made simply by 
this inspirational cookbook. Tasty traditional dishes are 
complemented by contemporary tips to provide stunning 
collections of number of dishes that can be prepared easily and are 
sure to spice up your parties.

MEXICAN COOKING is beautifully designed and produced. It 
provides wealth of ideas and recipes that will delight you, your 
family and your guests.

All recipes are easy to make & follow with clear step-by-step 
instructions. Also, all ingredients are available in India.
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Two days before Christmas in 1987, at the age of 17, Niromi de 
Soyza found herself in an ambush as part of a small platoon of 
militant Tamil Tigers fighting government forces in the bloody civil 
war that was to engulf Sri Lanka for decades. With her was her 
lifelong friend, Ajanthi, also aged 17.

Leaving behind them their shocked middle-class families, the 
teenagers had become part of the Tamil Tigers' first female 
contingent.

Equipped with little more than a rifle and a cyanide capsule, Niromi's 
group managed to survive on their wits in the jungle, facing not only 
the perils of war but starvation, illness and growing internal tensions 
among the militant Tigers. But then events erupted in ways that she 
could no longer bear. How was it that this well-educated, mixed-
race, middle-class girl from a respectable family came to be fighting 
with the Tamil Tigers?

19
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978-81-8498-339-5
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978-81-8498-307-4
January, 2012
Rs. 250.00
Rights : India/ Pakistan/
Bangladesh/ Sri Lanka
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In this compelling memoir, Stephen Hawking's first wife Jane 
relates the inside story of their extraordinary marriage. As 
Stephen's academic renown soared, his body was collapsing under 
the assaults of motor-neuron disease, and Jane's candid account of 
trying to balance his twenty-four-hour care with the needs of their 
growing family will be inspirational to anyone dealing with family 
illness.
The inner strength of the author, and the self-evident character and 
achievements of her husband, make for an incredible tale that is 
always presented with unflinching honesty; the author's candour is 
not less evident when the marriage finally ends in a high profile 
meltdown, with Stephen leaving Jane for one of his nurses, while 
Jane goes on to marry an old family friend.

24

550.00



This story is told against a gripping backdrop of war and the horrors 
and humiliations of the Japanese American war internment camps 
following Pearl Harbor. But even in the most dire and hopeless 
circumstances people can dream and Hanako and her best friend, 
Melanie Tanaka dreamt of pitching their unusual talent in fashion 
designing into the world of haute couture and high fashion. The 
odds against them were as unscalable as Mount Fuji in winter but 
dreams were free...
This book is based on the true story of the turbulent life of Hanako 
Ishigaki as she was tossed around by the winds of migration, war 
internment camps and an incredibly unlikely and impossible love 
affair woven into it to add poignance to a story of great courage and 
determination to survive and succeed against all odds.

25
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Story starts with murder of a Tourist in Mumbai, followed by a 
couple of more tourists losing their lives. Mumbai was not a safe city 
for Tourists anymore.
Bhani, a lady who devoted her life to serve orphan and mentally 
retarded children was held accused of killing the owners of the 
orphanage. Did she kill them for some personal gain?
Bhani admitted in the court that she was the killer but still some 
people thought she is innocent and someone is trying to trap her in 
that case of double murder. What made her admit to be a murderer 
and what made people think she was innocent?
ACP Jadav along with his subordinate officers Mady and Shreya, 
worked on solving the mystery but they found themselves lost with 
every move they made.

A Thriller... A Story... A Mystery...

28
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Business & Management
Paperback
150 x 227 mm
Pages : 228

978-81-8498-264-0
August, 2011
Rs. 350.00
Rights : India/ Pakistan/ Bangladesh/
Sri Lanka/ Nepal/ Malaysia/ Singapore
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A brilliant first novel of profound depth, startling originality and 
breathtaking talent.
A child is imprisoned in a house by her reclusive religious parents. 
Hester has never seen the outside world; her companions are Cat, 
Spoon, Door, Handle, Broom, and they all speak to her. Her 
imagination is informed by one book, an illustrated child's bible, and 
its imagery forms the sole basis for her capacity to make poetic 
connection.
One day Hester takes a brave Alice in Wonderland trip into the 
forbidden outside (at the behest of Handle - 'turn me turn me'), and 
this overwhelming encounter with light and sky and sunshine is a 
marvel to her. From this moment on, Hester learns the concept of 
the secret, and not telling, and the world becomes something that 
fills her with feeling as if she is a vessel, empty and bottomless for 
need of it.

32
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The Harrowing True Story of a Stolen Childhood... When Sandy 
Reid was taken into care he was just one year old. Little did his 
mother know that she would never see him again.

NEVER TO RETURN is the extraordinary true story of Sandy Reid 
and his big sister Maggie and what happened to them when they 
were taken away from their parents and their way of life. It was the 
middle of winter when the authorities swooped on the travelers 
woodland camp, determined to take the youngest children into care 
and give them a better life. But it didn't work out that way. Denied 
any access to his parents, Sandy was to spend the rest of his 
childhood moving from disinterested foster parents to children's 
homes and finally into the clutches of the notorious 'Uncle Dave' 
who systematically abused the children in his care.

34
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"Japanese Magnolia" the true forbidden love story of two men, a 
samurai and a peasant in Edo Japan.
Can a Japanese samurai of impeccable lineage in Edo period 
Japan get away with being gay?
Can he break all the rules of society and get away with it?
It all started when an aging samurai took an eccentric interest in a 
teenage peasant boy who had the unusual gift of writing and one 
day he brought his son, Lord Okimoto to the peasant's house. The 
eyes of the samurai's son and the teenage peasant met and 
spawned a forbidden love affair which broke all the rules of Japan's 
Edo period society and a feudal class so sharply defined that it 
could cut like a knife.
Four centuries later, an ancestor of Lord Okimoto finds a diary 
written by his peasant lover unfolding the anguished tale of a 
forbidden life went wrong, leaving behind a trail of destroyed lives, 
broken dreams and a few deaths.

Fiction
Paperback
130 x 200 mm
Pages : 340

978-81-8498-138-4
August, 2010
Rs. 299.00
Rights : India/ Pakistan/
Bangladesh/ Sri Lanka
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The book describes the story of a small town youth being 
unsuccessful in Law profession, tries his destiny in a call center. 
Having faced some obstacles, he gets the job. Initially, he is 
shocked by the Call Center culture. Gradually he understands the 
hardships, hectic schedule and effect of the fatigue of the nightshift 
that has on its employees though it offers attractive salary and 
incentives. The book also deals with the causes that make youth 
addictive to bad habits which provide temporary relief to their 
frustrations. Finally it contains the truth "What happens behind the 
big buildings of glasses".

42
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The gripping novel tells the story of Parvana's quest to find her family. The 
Taliban still controls Afghanistan, but Kabul is in ruins, Parvana's father has 
died and her mother, sister and brother could be anywhere in the country.

Parvana is thirteen now, but she sets out alone, masquerading as a boy. In 
her search for shelter and food, as she makes her way across the desolate 
Afghan countryside, she meets other children who too are victims of warlike 
situation. Their Journey becomes even more perilous when war breaks out, 
though they are unaware about the bombs falling. It takes resilience, 
imagination and luck - and the family bond the children forge with one 
another to help them survive.

978-81-7766-920-6
January, 2009
Rs. 120.00
Rights : India/ Sri Lanka/
Bangladesh/ Pakistan

Novel
Paperback
140 x 216 mm
Pages : 120
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GLIMPSES OF CHANGING BANKING SCENARIO is not only an 
account of the life of a successful banker but also a record of the 
momentous changes in banking policies, practices and 
developments witnessed by the author during his career spanning 
over four decades. P.N. Joshi began his career in banking in the 
Reserve Bank of India. He, then moved to Bank of India, where he 
rose to the post of General Manager. Later, he joined the United 
Western Bank (now amalgamated with IDBI Bank) as the Chairman 
and Chief Executive Officer, and transformed the bank. The book 
covers inter alia, nuances of the historic bank nationalization case 
in the Supreme Court, shift from 'Class banking to Mass Banking', 
political interventions, the inevitable excesses, financial sector 
reforms and a plea for National Banking Policy.
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Valli spends her days picking coal and 
fighting with her cousins, life in the coal 
town of Jharia, India. When she 
discovers that her "aunt" is a stranger who was paid money to take Valli off 
her own family's hands, she leaves Jharia and begins a series of adventures 
that takes her to Kolkata, the City of the gods. Valli finds that she really 
doesn't need much to live and is very resourceful.
But a chance encounter with a doctor reveals that she has leprosy. Unable to 
bear the thought that she is one of the monsters she has always feared, Valli 
rejects help and begins an uncertain life on the street.

53

This is the incredible story of one heroic 
man's battle against almost impossible 
odds, a tale of pain and anguish, of bravery 
and utter solitude, a tale that ends in his 
victory not only over the "enemy" - the implacable ocean - but also over 
himself.
Gerard d' Aboville was forty-five years old when he set out on his 
improbable mission: to row across the Pacific Ocean, from west to east, 
from Japan to the United States. He had already rowed across the Atlantic, 
from Cape Cod to the port of Brest, France. But that had been ten years 
before, when he was in the prime of life. Still, the nagging challenge of the 
Pacific - twice as vast as the Atlantic and several times as dangerous - 
would not be denied.



Astrology is one of the most 
important branches of Vedic 
culture. Its strength lies in its ability 

to yield immediate knowledge of oneself on all levels. In Vedic 
Astrology Andrée Leclerc presents a systematic approach to the 
interpretation of various interacting factors. 
It offers you a new, impartial, and remarkably accurate way of 
looking at yourself, the consequences of your past, present, and 
future actions, the essence of your being, and the opportunities that 
await you.

Andrée Leclerc

Category – Philosophy
Rights – South Asia

54

Pierre Corbeil
About the book

In Discovering the Absolute Pierre 
Corbeil unearths the buried treasures 
of the Ishopanishad, rendering its 
wisdom in words that make otherwise 

esoteric teachings accessible to a general readership. Since time 
immemorial, humankind has wondered about its origins and the 
meaning of life. There is, nevertheless, a science that can guide our 
quest for absolute knowledge.
This is a work that will change worldviews and bring the meaning of 
devotion into sharper focus.

Category – Philosophy
Rights – South Asia



The book Tales of Ancient India is based 
on The Hitopadesh of Narayan Pandit, a 
Bengali writer of the 14th century, is 
directly inspired by the Panchatantra 
and deals with the same subject: niti. Often translated as “ethics,” it 
is not limited to this definition. The wisdom of the Hitopadesh is 
beneficial even now, in our day and age.
It also helps us to better understand the psychology and politics of 
the people around us.

Guy Tétreault
About the book

Category – Philosophy
Rights – South Asia

55

Pierre Corbeil
About the Book

In The Teachings of Krishna, Pierre 
Corbeil graciously presents the 
most profound dialogues of all time. 
It simply and clearly opens the door to a wealth of self knowledge as 
spoken by Krishna Himself.
Krishna's answers to Arjuna's questions are no doubt as relevant to 
us as they were to the young prince. So many secrets to learn of, 
and from the very mouth of the supreme Master to achieve the 
victory in the endless battle called Life….!

Category – Philosophy
Rights – South Asia
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On a spring-like February afternoon in 
1975, nine-year-old Marcia Trimble went 
across the street of deliver Girl Scout 

cookes. She never returned. Her disappearance prompted a massive 
search, unlike anything Nashiville had ever known. The discovery of her 
body on Easter sparked a murder investigation that would take the police 
on a trial of twists, turns, and frustrating dead ends for more than three 
decades.
A SEASON OF DARKNESS is the Marcia Trimble story. Many Nashivillians 
remember the night she disappeared and the day her body was found. I 
remember. We hope the book will illuminate some of the mysteries 
surrounding the crime and show how one little girl profoundly affected the 
whole city of Nashville.

Closer shows wives and husbands 
how to grow that love together. 
Introduced with Scripture verses and 
e n g a g i n g  s t o r i e s ,  t h e s e  5 2  

devotionals will inspire couples to draw closer through faith conversations.
Flexible, practical, and authentic, CLOSER is the new approach to couple’s 
devotionals. Its 52 devotions cover real marriage topics - such as healthy 
conflict, spiritual connection, and sexual fulfillment - and are designed to fit 
into your schedule. Full of Scripture verses, engaging stories, and practical 
action steps, each enty will inspire faith conversation: those quite talks so 
vital for emotional and spiritual intimacy in your marriage.
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Face It, by Vivian Diller, Ph.D, with Jill Muir-
Sukenick, Ph.D, and edited by Michele 
Willens is a psychological guide to help 
women deal with the emotions brought on by 
their changing appearances. 
As models turned psychotherapists, Diller and Sukenick have had the 
opportunity to examine the world of beauty from two very different vantage 
points. This unique perspective helped them develop a six-step program 
that begins with recognizing “uh-oh” moments that reveal the reality of 
changing looks, and goes on to identify the masks used to cover deeper 
issues and define the role beauty plays in a woman’s life, and ends with 
bidding adieu to old definitions of beauty, so women can enjoy their 
appearance—at any age!

Living alone on a remote mountain in the 
harsh Australian bush would not be every 
woman’s choice. In fact, Sharyn Munro has 
so often been asked,‘Why do you live 
there?’ that she decided to write a book as her answer. The Woman on the 
Mountain is the resulting lyrically written account of her journey towards a 
sustainable and truly rewarding lifestyle in her beloved mountain forests, 
where she has ‘only’ the abundant wildlife for company. That decades-long 
journey was no smooth, planned passage, but a stumble over setbacks, 
propelled by almost accidental decisions. After the ups and downs of 
relationships, single parenting, and an unlikely variety of jobs, at 55 she 
found herself alone — in the bush.
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 Gregor Salmon entered the war-torn 
country alone and spent eight months 
i n v e s t i g a t i n g  A f g h a n i s t a n ' s  
dependence on poppy. Who depends 

on Poppy profits? And who pays the ultimate cost? Along the way he 
encountered Afghans whose lives were intimately tied to the trade: farmers, 
harvesters, eradicators, smugglers, police, doctors, addicts, warlords, gun-
runners, politicians - even a pop-song loving Taliban commander. The 
result is a tense, fascinating and deeply moving journey along the narcotics 
trail, and a story about keeping your sanity in a senseless world.

Stephanie Dowrick
About the Book

In Everyday Kindness: Short cuts to 
a happier and more confident life, 

author offers short, wise and often very entertaining chapters on the 
great variety of experiences that we call “everyday life”. Adding 
greater care, appreciation, good humour, respect – life itself takes a 
turn for the better. 
Dr. Stephanie Dowrick shows how a little bit of everyday kindness 
can help us tackle the pressures of the modern world—providing 
the insights, reassurance, and the means to worry far less and 
enjoy life more.
Change your life with Everyday Kindness.

Category – Self Help
Rights - India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka
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Memoirs of a Community Cat
Rei Kimura

About the Book
This is a heart-warming story told by Abby, a veteran stray cat who 
insists “We are not strays, we are community cats! Just as humans 
are citizens of their countries, we are citizens of the communities we 
live in!” It brings to life the many stray cats that live in almost every 
community giving each cat featured in this book a face, a heart, 
feelings, thoughts and the same fears and happiness of the humans 
who can make their lives a blessing or a curse.

SAHARA is the story of Paula's struggle to overcome her innermost demons 
and take control of her journey, her camels and the men she hires to guide her 
through one of planet's most extreme regions. Illness, landmines and political 
red tape stand between Paula and the realisation of a life's dream. Sahara is 
a thrilling adventure and a story of joy, heartache, inspiration and despair. 
But, above all, it's a celebration of the human spirit in all its guises.

A true story of a woman's transformation from an urban schoolteacher into a 
successful expeditioner
 When Paula Constant and her husband, Gary, attempt to break away from 
the conventional 9-to-5 routine, a few weeks lazing in a resort or packed in a 
tour bus is not what they have in mind. What starts out as an idle daydream to 
embark on "a travel to end all travels" turns into something far greater: an epic 
year-long walk from Trafalgar Square in London to Morocco and the 
threshold of the Sahara Desert.

Category – Fiction
Rights – India



Stress How to De-Stress
Without Doing Less

Dr. Kate Middleton

About the Book
Stress is a modern-day plague, something that very few of us 
escape. Stress can often be an unwanted companion along the 
road of life. We may not like it but its there! 
In this guide, Dr. Kate Middleton explains what stress is, how and 
why it affects us, and what we can do about it. Covering everything 
from anxiety and burnout to sleeplessness and drinking too much 
coffee, author shows how, by handling stress better, you can 
actually achieve more and take steps toward reaching your full 
potential.

Category – Self Help
Rights – India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal
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Two Wings of a Nightingale:
Persian Soul, Islamic Heart- On the Road in Iran

Jill Worrall

Two Wings of a Nightingale - Persian Soul, Islamic Heart is a road 
trip through Iran covering almost 8000 kilometres. In this book 
award-winning travel writer Jill Worrall, with her friend Reza 
Mirkhalaf describe an Iran the world has forgotten about. 
They use the threads of Iran's Silk Road heritage as a basis for a 
road trip travelogue.  Jill writes about Iran in a way that would give 
readers a greater insight into the landscapes, landmarks and 
people of the country at a grassroots level.

Category – Travel
Rights - India / Pakistan / Bangladesh / Sri Lanka / Nepal

About the book



The 10 Laws of
Enduring Success

Maria Bartiromo with Catherine Whitney 
About the Book
Maria, the author felt the need to ask these questions: What makes 
their success stories tick? Is there a definition of success that you 
can have permanently—in spite of the turmoil in your life, your job, 
or your bank account?  The answers, from an extraordinary range 
of people from all walks of life, are the foundation of The 10 Laws of 
Enduring Success.
It provides a fresh understanding of the meaning of success and 
helps guide us through the extraordinary times we are living 
through.   

Category – Self Help
Rights – India / Pakistan / Bangladesh / Sri Lanka / Nepal /
Singapore / Malaysia
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Running free

Kate Allatt

About the Book
Can you imagine being trapped in your own body? Able to see and 
hear everything going on around you but unable to move or speak - 
the blink of an eye your only way to communicate. Super-fit young 
mother-of-three Kate Allatt's life was torn apart when she became 
locked in her own body after suffering a massive stroke caused by a 
blood clot to her brainstem.
Her family and best friends willed her to live & she channeled her 
sense of fighting spirit into making a miracle recovery that amazed 
medical experts.
Eight months later she said goodbye to nurses & start training for 
her first run.  

Category – Inspirational
Rights - South Asia



No Hands to Hold and
No Legs to Dance On -
A Thalidomide Survivor's Story

Louise Medus
About the Book
Louise was born Louise Mason, a victim of the devastating drug 
Thalidomide. Born without arms and legs, she is the daughter of 
David Mason, who single-handedly held out against the drug 
company, the legal establishment and all the other parents of 
Thalidomide victims in the high-profile fight for proper 
compensation for the victims. Loving and living - a Thalidomide 
survivor's story, a triumph of the human spirit over adversity by 
Louise Medus.
This is Louise's unique story of how she overcame the 
circumstances of her birth leads to normal family life & love as 
deeply & laughs as loudly as any other human being.

Category – True Story 
Rights – South Asia
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Debasis Bose
32, A.P.C. Road, Besides Saraswati Press Ltd.,
Sealdah, Kolakata 700009
Mobile : +91 9088108224
Email : kolkata-sales@mehtapublishinghouse.com

East Zone
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South Zone

Email : sk.rao3568@yahoo.co.in

For Sales Enquiry

 Sr. Manager - Sales

 Sr. Executive - Sales
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Books India, 
Ahmedabad, 079 2657 5542
Himanshu Book Co., 
Ahmedabad, 079-26579685/079-
26583782
Jaico Publishing House, 
Ahmedabad, 079-26579865
Natraj Book Center, 
Ahmedabad, 079 - 26587930 / 
8347961299
Pocket Book Centre, 
Ahmedabad, 9824077668
Stadium Book Corner, 
Ahmedabad, 9898495051
Sanskaar Books,Ahmedabad, 
9825479247
Roopal Book Agency, Anand, 
02692-237171/237273
Batra Book Stall, Baroda, 0265- 
2362390
Mayur Agencies, Rajkot, 0281 
22241280

Old & New Book Stores, 
Rajkot, 9426521477
Student  Book Stores, 
Rajkot,  9909909895
The Book Shop, 
Rajkot, 0281 - 2588130
Bulsar Book Store, 
Surat, 0261 - 6642888
Maneesh Book Shop, Surat, 
9898522447 / 0265 - 2363270
Surat Book Depot, 
Surat, 9099944220
Shree Gajanan Book House, 
Surat, 9824483772
Book World, 
Baroda, 0265-2361941
Chirag Book Distributors, 
Baroda, 9898009854
Liberty Book Centre, 
Baroda, 8401971091
Acharya Book Depot, Baroda, 
9824286729 -0265- 2420622

Gujarat

Book Zone, Ranchi, 098 35 106859

Jharkhand

Karnataka

Ankita Pustaka, 
Bangalore, 080 -26617100
A.K. Book Distributors, 
Bangalore, 9845121270
Gangarams Book Bureau, 
Bangalore, 080-25587540
A.S. Book Distriburors, 
Bangalore, 080 - 22112681
Axis Books, Bangalore, 080 - 
40383838 / 25352535
B.B.Books, 
Bangalore,   080-26390190
Bookworm, 
Bangalore,  080-41126755
Blossom Book House, 
Bangalore, 080 - 25320400 / 
9448220202
Crossword Bookstores Ltd., 
Bangalore, 9741141116
Kohinoor Book Distributors, 
Bangalore, 9448519656

Nudi Book Shop, Bangalore, 
080-26711329
Page Turners, Bangalore, 080-
25595111
Shreekrish Book Dist, 
Bangalore, 080 - 32507168 /69
Sujay Agencies, Bangalore, 
9341211122
Vasan Publication, Bangalore, 
080 - 26705679
Wordpower, 
Belgaum, 0831-4200676
Navabharat Book Stall, 
Belgaum, 080-2420265
Akalwadi Book Depot, 
Dharwad, 0836-2211324
Bharat Book Depot & 
Prakashan, Dharwad, 0836-
2447349
Vijay Book Center, Hubli, 0836-
4258401
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Maharashtra

Uday, Ahmednagar, 2326764
Umde Book Sellers, 
Aurangabad, 0240 - 2344776
P.R. Book Depot, 
Bhivandi, 9860451278
Prashant Book House, 
Jalgaon, 0257-2227231
IBM Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022- 24150178
Khurana & Khurana Stores, 
Mumbai, 022-25616104
Shree Shankar Book Depot, 
Virar (w) Mumbai, 9960859912
Ujjawal Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 9322064884
Shree Siddhivinayak Book 
Depot, Virar (w) Mumbai, 
7875824237

Harihar Book Depot, Bhivandi 
Mumbai, 9860292780
Shree Laxmi Book Store, 
Mumbai, 022-28040894
Shah Books Center, 
Virar Mumbai, 022-2505769
Vidyarthi  Book Centre, 
Panvel, 9167060637
Disha Book Depot, Bhayander 
Mumbai, 8767961862
Purnima Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022-26125872
Raj Book Depot, 
Mumbai, 25949511
Roxy Book House, 
Mumbai, 9323953249
Chandrakant  Book 
Distributors, Mumbai, 
98223496436

National Book Stall, 
Hubli, 0836-2367902
Vijay Book Center, 
Hubli, 0836-2263101
Athree Book Center, 
Mangalore, 0824-2425161
Bharat Bookmark, 
Mangalore, 0824-4250030
Book Section Centre, 
Mangalore, 040 - 24753218
Nawakarnataka Publications 
Pvt.Ltd., Mangalore, 0824-
2441016

Sahitya Kendra, 
Mangalore, 0824-2412437
School Book Co, Mangalore, 
4281777 / 2496938
Manipal Book Land, Manipal, 
0820-2573880
Ashoka Book Center, Mysore, 
0821-2435553
Student Book Company, 
Tumkur, 0816 - 2251025 / 
973129020
Seetha Book Centre, 
Udpi, 9901728373

Kerala
Aathira Old & New Books, 
Calicut, 0495-4022316
Cosmo Books, 
Calicut, 0495-2703487
Aman Book Stall, 
Calicut, 0495-3048187/2721282
Kochi Books, 
Cochin, 0484-2218730
Sap Green, 
Cochin, 0484-4024474
Students Needs, Ernakulam, 
9447183893 / 0484 - 2340446
Atul Books, 
Kannur, 0497-2863883
Athulya Books, 
Kannur, 0497-2709294

A A Book Centre, 
Palkkad, 0491 - 3250189
Cosmobooks, 
Thrissur, 0487-2335570
Thrissur Book House, 
Thrissur, 9447637627
Educational Supplier, 
Thiruvananthapuram, 2330 669 / 
2325156
Prabhu Books, 
Thiruvanantapuram, 
0471-2479586
TBS Book Publishers, 
Thiruvananthapuram, 0495 - 
2720085 /86
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Ashish Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022-22061669
Book NX, Mumbai, 9619695360/ 
9869579176
City Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022-265532739
Citizen Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022-28699593
Guru Paper Stall, 
Mumbai, 8689820896
Micromedia, 
Mumbai, 022-22078296
National Library, 
Mumbai,022-26425093
Rahul Book Shop, 
Mumbai, 9833772229
The Book Shop,
Mumbai,022-26132213
Happy Book Stall, 
Mumbai, 9820812338
Modern Book Stall, 
Mumbai, 022-22661744
Corporate Book World, 
Mumbai, 9220689895
Parshva Book Centre, 
Mumbai, 022 - 61614594
Bombay Book Bureau, Vashi 
Navi Mumbai, 022 - 27894488 / 
9869101785
Book World, 
Mumbai, 9967654386
Friends Books Shop, 
Mumbai, 022 - 65810075
Magna Book Gallery, 
Mumbai,022-22670512
Krishana Book Store, 
Navi Mumbai, 022 - 32980838
Vighnahar Book Stall, 
Navi Mumbai, 9004702509
Famous, Nagpur, 9373102482
Venus Book Centre, 
Nagpur,0712-2520781/2536314
Crossword, Nashik, 253-6692227, 
6694884
Karan, Nashik, 6520771
Elic Enterprises, Nashik,
Panvel Book Depot, Panvel, 
9821950424
Student Book Centre, Panvel, 
9930059668
Crossword, JW Marriott, S.B. 
Road, 020 - 56033052

Crossword, Pune, Station, 
020-26059600
Crossword, Phoenix Market 
City, Nagar Road, 020-
30950466
Crossword, Shopper’s Stop,  
Shivajinagar,020-66025982
Crossword,chinchwad,
020-66300985
Crossword, Central, Karve 
Road,020-60308881/82
Crossword, ICC-senapati Bapat 
Road,020-66033049
Crossword, Inorbit Mall, 
020-66145945/6
Crossword, Seasons Mall, 
Hadapsar, 020 - 20-30266489
Crossword, Tilak Road, 020 - 
65101046
Crossword, City Pride, 
Kothrud,020-25469364,
Crossword, Aundh, 020-
66028013
Crossword, E-square, 020-
64002046
Crossword, Kalyaninagar, 
020-66096499
Crossword, Hinjewadi, 
020-64731517
Crossword, Amanora, 
020-67267801
Crossword, Koregaon Park 
Plaza, 020- 61916191
Rasik Sathitya, 
Pune, 24451129
Diamond, Pune, 24480677
Sadhana, Pune, 24459634
ARM Bookbazar, 
Pune,  020-2767 3514
Alankar Book Depot, 
Thane,9920553161
Anupam Book Supplier, Vasai 
Road Thane, 9987450058
Giaan Book Store, 
Thane, 022-25338778
Jai Jagadish, 
Thane, 9819280199
Prime Book Centre, Vasai 
Road Thane, 022 - 49177057
Vasai Book Store, Vasai Road 
Thane, 9422484532
Jagadish Book Depot, 
Ulhasnagar, 9322288876
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Visalaandhta Publishing 
House, Hyderabad, 
9491303439
A.A.Husain & Company, 
Hyderabad, 040-23203724
Rare Books House, Jaipur, 
9950296223
Bharat Book Distributors, 
Kolkata, West Bengal, 083-
64547183
Towards Freedom, Kolkata, -
(033) 2321-2902, 9331419990
Swastik Books, Kolkata, West 
Bengal, 9830391405
Kohinoor Stationery, Mumbai, 
022-26861189

The Variety Book Depot, New 
Delhi, 011-
23417175/23412567
Durga Enterprises, New 
Delhi, 9312508772
Pages Book Stores, New 
Delhi, 011-40055555
TBI Publishers Distributors, 
New Delhi,  011-46056198
Teksons Bookshop, New 
Delhi, 011-24617030
Vaibhav Book Service,New 
Delhi, 011-41563419
Bharatiyam, Tripura, 0381-
2383695

A.K. Mishra Agencies Pvt. Ltd., 
Bhubaneshwar,  0671 - 2322244   

Anurag Variety Stores, 
Bhubaneshwar, 08658675696

Higginbothams Pvt. Ltd., 
Chennai,044-28520640
New Book Lands, 
Chennai, 28158171 / 28156006
Ramka Books, 
Chennai, 044-24763059
A. A. Book Gallery, 
Coimbatore, 0422 - 4358613
Madhu Books, 
Coimbatore, 422-2234172

Malligai Book Center, 
Madurai, 452-2341739
Turning Point, Madurai, 
9940489318 / 4370937
Inland Book Publishers & Dist, 
Puducherry, 0413 6452078
Success Book Sellers, 
Vriddhachalam, 9994856858
   

Tamilnadu

Jhan Bichitra Book World, Agartala,0381-2323781

Tripura

Media Center, Kolkata, 
9433788786
Mermaid Books, Kolkata, 
9432843047 
Sparrow Publication, Kolkata, 
31012088/22844984
Word & Pages, Kolkata, 
9831654192

Techno World Book Store, 
Kolkata, 09830168159
Katha O Kahini, Kolkata, 033 - 
2257 3796
Paragon Enterprise, Kolkata, 
9830928742
New Books International, 
Siliguri, 9749046888

West Bengal

Orissa




